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Abstract—Load balancing is a vital mechanism for improving
the performance of distributed simulations or even for enabling
their execution. A balancing technique has been designed in
order to provide a balancing scheme for HLA-based simula-
tions on non-dedicated resources. However, this technique lacks
efficiency by producing large amounts of unnecessary federate
migrations, so a self-adaptive mechanism has been introduced in
the technique in order to correct its balancing responsiveness.
As a drawback, the self-adaptation technique assumes that only
the frequency of federate migrations represents the balancing
efficiency. This leads the scheme to present static parameters
regardless of the conditions of the environment, which in turn can
restrict the balancing response to imbalances. Thus, awareness
to migration delays is inserted into the self-adaptive balancing
scheme in order that more precise and more realistic analysis
of balancing efficiency can be enabled. Experiments have been
conducted to show the performance gain of the proposed scheme
when compared to the distributed and self-adaptive load balanc-
ing systems.

Index Terms—Parallel and Distributed Simulations; High
Level Architecture; Load Balancing; Performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed simulations have been receiving increased at-
tention because of the need to design more complex platforms
for executing virtual environments. These distributed simula-
tions, which are specifically designed and coordinated using
the HLA framework, require a mechanism to prevent load
imbalances in order to enable such simulations on distribution
resources or provide reasonable execution performance. The
imbalances that might occur on the simulation load distributed
are caused by the heterogeneity of resources, the existence
of external load on non-dedicated resources, or dynamic
simulation load oscillations. Since static load balancing cannot
offer a load distribution solution for simulations and external
processes that present load that changes dynamically and
unpredictability, a dynamic load balancing scheme is required.

The HLA framework [1] is composed of a set of rules,
interface specifications, and object model templates that intend
on providing the proper coordination of large-scale distributed
simulation executions. This design specification intends on
avoiding simulation inconsistencies and providing re-usability
of components as well as the interoperability of simulation
entities. In an every HLA-based simulation, which is termed
federation, a set of simulation entities, termed federates, run
and interact through the access to the HLA Run-Time In-
frastructure (RTI) management services. The RTI services are

strictly designed to coordinate only the simulation execution.
As a result of this, the framework is completely unaware of the
load imbalances caused by the misplacement of the simulation
load or the dynamic oscillations on the overall load.

Many load redistribution schemes have been devised in or-
der for distributed simulations to cope with the load balancing
issues. Most of these schemes are simulation application ori-
ented or otherwise present some limitations that impede them
from being applied to HLA-based simulations. Consequently, a
distributed balancing scheme has been designed for such HLA
simulations, but this solution lacks efficiency by generating a
large amount of unnecessary federate migrations to provide
simulation performance gain. A self-adaptive balancing system
is built in an attempt to improve the efficiency by which
the simulation load was dynamically reorganized by this
distributed scheme. In this system, efficiency is fundamentally
based on the frequency of federate migrations in certain
monitoring intervals; however, this assumption of balancing
efficiency is misleading if migration delays are negligible.

Therefore, migration delay awareness is introduced into the
self-adaptive balancing scheme in order to reduce the number
of migrations according to the recently observed delays from
the load reallocation. The proposed balancing scheme is based
on the self-adaptive scheme by which to employ its method
of analyzing balancing efficiency; consequently, the scheme
is also based on the distributed balancing scheme in order to
redistribute simulation load. The proposed solution introduces
the monitoring of federate migrations to obtain accurate mi-
gration times and subsequently inserts dynamic modifications
of self-adaptation parameters to redefine balancing efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, the related work is introduced by describing the
previous balancing approaches for distributed simulations. In
section 3, the architecture and functioning of the proposed
scheme is delineated. In section 4, the proposed technique
employed to introduce migration delay awareness is detailed.
In section 5, experimental scenarios used for the performance
evaluation are described, and the results are explained. Finally,
the conclusion and directions for future work are presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Many load balancing schemes have been designed with
the aim to improve execution performance improvement of
distributed simulations and consequently reducing simulation
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time. Most of the devised solutions present dynamic balancing
mechanisms that enable the detection and response to load
imbalances during run-time. The schemes mainly focus on
aspects delimited by a simulation’s internal dependencies or
by computational load imbalances. The analysis of internal
dependencies of distributed simulations indirectly shows the
existence of delays that increase simulation time. On the other
hand, the observation of computational load characteristics
enables the detection of aspects that directly influence per-
formance.

The analysis of simulation delays produced by inter-
dependencies between simulation entities uses look-ahead and
communication rate metrics to determine the cause of waiting
time in simulation entities. The look-ahead indirectly exposes
the dependencies among simulation entities [2] [3]. Communi-
cation rate and latency, on the other hand, directly indicate the
influence of dependencies between simulation elements [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In order to provide a more accurate anal-
ysis of such dependencies, some balancing schemes consider
the proximity of simulation entities and the network topology
in their algorithms [10], [11]. This balancing approach can
produce performance gains for distributed simulations, but it
cannot prevent the performance loss caused by computational
load imbalances on distributed, shared resources.

The balancing schemes based on computational load aspects
adopt approaches that can be classified as either simulation-
centred or resource-centred. For the simulation-centred ap-
proach, the balancing schemes observe the simulation’s current
characteristics in order to determine simulation performance
[12], [13], [14], [15]. For the resource-centred approach, direct
monitoring of a distributed resources’ current load status is
applied on the the balancing schemes [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [7], [8], [23]. All above described balancing
schemes either contain some limitation that do not allow them
to deal with resource heterogeneity and external background
load or are designed for a specific type of simulation and
cannot be generalized and applied to HLA-based simulations.

In order to introduce a computational load balancing system
that can overcome the limitations of the previous solutions,
a distributed balancing scheme has been devised [24]. This
scheme effectively detects and responds to load imbalances
but lacks efficiency in so far that it generates a large amount
of unnecessary migrations. With the intention of improving
the balancing efficiency of this scheme, a self-adaptive tech-
nique is introduced [25] to constantly analyze the balancing
decisions through federate migrations. Despite improving effi-
ciency, this self-adaptive balancing scheme does not consider
migration latency, which is vital for defining balancing effi-
ciency correctly. Therefore, a balancing scheme that employs
a migration-delay aware self-adaptation technique is proposed.

III. MIGRATION-AWARE SELF-ADAPTIVE BALANCING
SCHEME

The awareness of migration delay is introduced in the self-
adaptive scheme [25] by adding algorithms threshold recalcu-
lations to the adaptation based on estimated migration times.
Consequently, the proposed scheme presents a decentralized
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Fig. 1: General Architecture of the Load Balancing System

load redistribution algorithm and a hierarchical, distributed
organization of architectural components.

A. Load Balancing Architecture

As described in Figure 1, the Cluster Load Balancer (CLB)
is responsible for organizing the local and inter-domain load
redistribution algorithms. A CLB accesses a Monitoring Inter-
face to obtain the resources’ load status data from Monitoring
Information Services. It also accesses a Local Load Balancer
(LLB) to obtain federates’ load status data and forward mi-
gration calls. The Monitoring Information Service component
can represent many monitoring systems, but Grid Web MDS
[26] is used in the scheme in order to provide accurate CPU
load status regarding resources.

A LLB works as an interface between the simulation
federates in each resource and the balancing system (CLBs).
Through a Federate Balancing Interface (FBI) that is in-
stantiated for each federate, the information gained from
monitoring, such as computational load, migration history, and
migration delay, is gathered by accessing a Local Monitoring
Interface. Migration calls are also forwarded to a federate by
a FBI component through a Local Migration Interface, which
triggers migrations through a Migration Manager (MM).

A MM performs a two phase federate migration procedure,
similar to the techniques described in [27] and [28]. In
this procedure, static files are first transmitted through Grid
services [29], and the migrating federate is then submitted
to the remote resource. In the second phase, the federate
execution state information is transmitted through a peer-to-
peer data transfer; once the transfer is complete, the execution
of the migrating federate is resumed.

In order to allow for balancing adjustments, adaptation
components are added into the balancing architecture. A
History component is responsible for recording the migration
decisions inside each cluster of resources, each resource, and
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Algorithm 1: Main Load Balancing Algorithm
while TRUE do1

loads ⇐ query MDS()2
current loads ⇐ filter MDS data(loads)3
current loads ⇐ normalize(current loads, benchmark)4
overload cand ⇐ select overload(current loads)5
spec loads ⇐ request LLBs(overload cand)6
mng loads ⇐ filter(current loads, spec loads)7
mean, bds ⇐ calculate mean bds(mng loads)8
over, under ⇐ select(mng loads,mean, bds)9
mig moves ⇐ redistribute local(mng loads)10
send migration moves(mig moves)11
if mig moves = ∅ then12

inter domain balancing()13
else14

if relFactor ≥ random number(1, 100) then15
inter domain balancing()16

else17
neighbours data ⇐ ∅18

end19
end20
adaptation()21
wait( ∆t )22

end23

each federate. The History registers the presence of migration
of a federate, the incoming or outgoing migrations for a
resource, and the number of incoming and outgoing migrations
for a cluster in a given balancing interval. The History is
restricted by a size (H), which is used in calculating the
Cluster Adaptation Component (CAC). The CAC performs all
its balancing efficiency analysis based on the federate migra-
tion frequency and migration ratio. A Resource Adaptation
Component (RAC) is used in order to aggregate the migration
history from each resource and set of federates.

B. Load Balancing and Self-Adaptation Algorithms

The central balancing algorithm primarily collects load sta-
tus information, analyzes this data, and provides modifications
to the simulation load distribution, as described in Algorithm
1. The load redistribution consists of local and inter-domain
(cluster) scopes. A CLB performs the local load analysis of the
federates and resources that belong to a cluster. As delineated
in Algorithm 2, the inter-domain load analysis is performed
between a CLB and its neighbouring CLBs. Concurrent with
both these algorithms, the self-adaption is executed, in turn
generating adjustments for the balancing system.

As detailed in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, the load of
two selected resources is observed in a pair match analysis.
A migration move is generated based on a comparison of
the load of these selected resources, which is directed by
thresholds (min for both local and inter-domain pair analysis)
that are constantly adjusted by the self-adaptation mecha-
nism (minLoadAdj and acceptanceAdj). The inter-domain
redistribution algorithm also contains an adjusted threshold
(selectionParam) that is redefined each balancing cycle by
an adaption variable (selectionAdj).

The adaption is performed for both local and inter-domain
load redistribution algorithms. As described in Algorithm 5,
the inter-domain adjustment is defined according to the ratio
(ratioclb) between incoming and outgoing migrations in a
cluster in a given balancing history (H). The adjustment
is applied by calling ajdust Acceptance Threshold() for

Algorithm 2: Inter-Domain Redistribution Algorithm
data neighbours ⇐ request Neighbour Load Data()1
selectionParam′ ⇐ selectionParam ∗ selectionAdj2
order neighbours by load()3
neighbours ⇐ identify Neighbour Less Load()4
if neigbours ̸= ∅ then5

neighbours ⇐ select Neighbours(selectionParam′)6
else7

overloaded rcs ⇐ filter(extStD, localStD)8
neighbours ⇐ select Neighbours(extStD, localStD)9

end10
foreach neighbour IN neighbours do11

overloaded ⇐ select(neighbour, selectionParam′)12
federates ⇐ select(spec loads, overloaded, selectionParam′)13

end14
if overloaded ̸= ∅ then15

sort list load(overloaded)16
sort list load(overloaded)17
moves ⇐ redistribute(overloaded, overloaded)18

end19
send migration moves(moves)20
adjust factor(relFactor, overloaded,moves)21

Algorithm 3: Local Pair-Match Evaluation Algorithm
Require: src rsc, dst rsc, federate1
min′ ⇐ min ∗ minLoadAdj2
if dst rsc < min then3

if number fed(src rsc) ≥ 1 & src rsc > (min ∗ ϕ) then4
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)5

else if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then6
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)7

end8
else if (dst rsc − src rsc) > (min ∗ δ) then9

if number fed(src rsc) ≥ 1 AND10
(dst rsc − src rsc) > (min ∗ ϕ) then

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)11
else if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then12

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)13
end14

end15
if migrationMove then16

estMigTime ⇐ estMigTime(dst rsc, src rsc, federate)17
Return: migrationMove, estMigTime18

end19

acceptanceAdj or adjust Overloaded List Threshold()
for selectionAdj. As shown in Algorithm 6, the local adjust-
ment employs the average resource ratio (avg ratiorsc) of
incoming and outgoing migrations and the average federate
migration frequency (avg freq). The local adjustment is
defined by adjust Minimum Load Threshold(finalAdj)
for minLoadAdj. In the local adaptation algorithm, finalAdj
is obtained through the analysis of both frequency and ratio.

IV. MIGRATION-DELAY ANALYSIS IN THE
SELF-ADAPTIVE SCHEME

Even though the self-adaptation mechanism enables the
constant evaluation of migration decisions, it is entirely limited
to the analysis of migration frequency and migration ratio. The
adaptive balancing scheme may implicitly consider migration
delays in its algorithm and parameters, though the scheme does
not observe any metric that represents or reflects these delays.
However, this design cannot directly cope with or flexibly
identify balancing efficiency loss solely through the analysis
of migration frequency and ratio. As a result, a detection and
reconfiguration method needs to be introduced into the self-
adaptive scheme to enable the proper balancing adjustment
according to the different migration delays.
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Algorithm 4: Inter-Domain Pair-Match Algorithm
Require: int rsc, ext rsc, federate1
min′ ⇐ min ∗ acceptanceAdj2
if ext rsc < min then3

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)4
else if (ext rsc − int rsc) > (min ∗ δ) then5

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc, federate)6
end7
if migrationMove then8

estMigTime ⇐ estMigTime(dst rsc, src rsc, federate)9
Return: migrationMove, estMigTime10

end11

Algorithm 5: Adaptation Algorithm for the Distributed
Load Redistribution

Require: ratioclb, clusterINMig, clusterOUTMig1
if ratioclb < tratioclb

& ratioclb > 1/tratioclb
then2

if ratioclb ≥ 1 then3
ajdust Acceptance Threshold()4

else if ratioclb < 1 then5
adjust Overloaded List Threshold()6

end7
else8

if clusterINMig == 0 then9
if past Increase IN then10

decay IN factor()11
end12

else if clusterOUTMig == 0 then13
if past Increase OUT then14

decay OUT factor()15
end16

end17
end18

Algorithm 6: Adaptation Algorithm for the Local Load
Redistribution

Require: avg ratiorsc, avg freq, clusterINMig, clusterOUTMig1
if avg freq ≥ tfreq then2

freqAdj ⇐ adjustFreq(tfreq)3
end4
if ratioclb < tratiorsc & ratioclb > 1/tratiorsc then5

if ratioclb ≥ 1 then6
ratioAdj ⇐ adjustRscRatio(tratiorsc )7

else if ratioclb < 1 then8
ratioAdj ⇐ adjustRscRatio(1/tratiorsc )9

end10
end11
if freqAdj > 0 ∥ ratioAdj > 0 then12

if freqAdj = 0 then13
finalAdj ⇐ ratioAdj14

else if ratioAdj = 0 then15
finalAdj ⇐ freqAdj16

else17
finalAdj ⇐ calculateAdj(freqAdj, ratioAdj)18

end19
else20

decayLocalParameers()21
finalAdj ⇐ 022

end23
adjust Minimum Load Threshold(finalAdj)24

A. Migration Latency

The analysis of migration delay (dmig) provides a means by
which to determine the cost of load migrations in a distributed
environment. The awareness of such costs allows the balancing
system to more properly react to load imbalances. This enables
the system to define the amount of load it can transfer without
compromising the final distributed simulation performance.
Since simulation performance is measured according to the
amount of time spent finishing an execution, a reduction of
this time corresponds to a performance gain. Consequently, an

increase in simulation time directly represents a performance
loss, and this increase might be produced when redistributing
a load with costly migration delays.

Due to the importance of migration latency for balancing
distributed simulation load, this becomes a vital metric in
defining the self-adaptation mechanism. Not only is the fre-
quency of federate migrations used to adjust the balancing
behaviour, but a weight for migrations in such frequencies
is also applied to more precisely define an adaptation. The
improvement of balancing efficiency is obtained through a re-
duction in the number of migrations, which achieves the same
simulation performance improvement. However, according to
this efficiency assumption, the number of additional federate
migrations does not affect the simulation performance gain.
For instance, a reduction in the number of federate migrations
with negligible migration latency does not influence the final
distributed simulation time. On the other hand, when costly
delays are present in the migrations, not considering this time
cost might lead the self-adaptation to not restrict the imbalance
tolerance enough to impede the increase in the simulation
execution time. Therefore, a control mechanism can be applied
to the adaptation technique by increasing the tolerance to
migration frequency and ratio when higher dmig are present
in the last balancing cycles or by increasing the tolerance to
migration frequency and ratio when lower dmig exist.

dmig is estimated for the distributed balancing system’s
design as the time that a federate’s execution is suspended
for the migration procedure, which reflects a delay on the
simulation execution. For the migration process, the total
time of migration is the amount of time spent transferring
the static files and remotely starting up the federate, plus
the time to transfer and recover the federate’s execution
(Tmig = tf + dmig). Since a two phase migration technique
is used in the balancing system, only the second part of the
migration (dmig) generates delays on simulations.

Moreover, each balancing cycle lasts for ∆t independent of
the time needed to perform all load analyses, issue migrations,
and conduct the entire migration procedure. Consequently, at
the load balancing system scope, the total time needed for
a migration to be completed is the sum of required tasks
from initial analysis and resumption of a federate’s execution (
T ′
mig = dmig+tf+ta+ti, in which ta is the analysis time and

ti is the issuing time). In order for this total migration time to
interfere with the frequencies, it is necessary for it to overlap
2 balancing cycle time intervals ( T ′

mig ≥ 2 × ∆t ) since a
pair of resources involved in a federate migration is exempted
from balancing analysis for one balancing cycle. Based on this
inequality, the value of the migration delay that can interfere
with the calculation of migration frequencies must be at least
the subtraction of the balancing interval time by the time used
to generate the migration (dmig ≥ 2 ∗∆t+ tf − ta− ti). As a
matter of simplification, it is assumed that all balancing time
consumed before migration peer-to-peer data transfer initiates
is up to half of the balancing interval (tf + ta + ti ≤ ∆t/2).
According to this assumed interference value for dmig, for the
purpose of this migration-aware technique, it is established
that the maximum allowed migration time in the analysis is
two times the balancing interval.
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B. Migration Delay Influence on Balancing Adaptation

In order to introduce the migration delay awareness into the
self-adaptation mechanism, the most recent average migration
latency is determined. Based on the migration delays gathered
from each federate migration in the last balancing interval,
the value of migration delay that is obtained, as described
in [30] and by Formula 1. The calculated migration delay
value represents the overall time spent for migration in the
last balancing cycle. This value is used to modify the self-
adaptation parameters rather than each migration delay in-
dividually because the modified parameters are responsible
for coordinating the balancing adaptation of an entire cluster,
which is managed by a single CLB. In the formula, the
overall migration delay is primarily estimated by the largest
migration delay, which is responsible for the majority of the
time spent for migrating during a balancing interval. In a set of
migrations generated by the balancing system, the migration
procedures occur concurrently, which provides evidence of the
existence of overlapping migration times. As a consequence,
the estimated migration delay consists of the largest value and
the time computed in Formula 2, which defines the influence
of other migration delays on the final value. The influence
of these values is determined by the average migration delay
(te), the number of migration delays above the average (k),
and largest migration delay in the sample.

tes = telargest
+

α×
∑n

i ̸=elargest
tei

(n− 1)
(1)

α =
2× t̄e − 1 + telargest

2× telargest

∗ (k + 1) (2)

The self-adaptation is modified by replacing the main pa-
rameters that define the adjustments in the balancing scheme
by thresholds that can be altered as the migration delay
conditions on the balancing system change. As defined in
[25], the main parameters of self-adaptation are static values
that represent inefficient load balancing. These values define
the adaptation thresholds and are obtained through an analysis
based solely on estimations of migration frequency and ratio
conditions because the adaptation technique does not consider
migration delay in its design. Because balancing efficiency
is not only measured through the number of migrations but
also determined by the time spent on migrations, the adapta-
tion thresholds need to be adjusted according to the current
migration times. This adjustment is applied proportionally to
the amount of overall migration delay from the last balancing
cycle. Consequently, based on the self-adaptation technique’s
design, maximum and minimum values are delimited for each
adaptation parameter as follows: migration frequency, resource
migration ratio, and cluster migration ratio. The minimum
migration frequency is defined as the 2/(H + 1), which
corresponds to the occurrence of one migration in the entire
stored history according to the self-adaptive analysis. On the
other hand, the maximum migration frequency is delimited
as 1, which represents the existence of migrations in every
balancing cycle. The resource migration ratio has its minimum
defined as 1, which reflects the exact same amount of incoming

and outgoing migrations in the resources. The maximum is
delimited as (H2+2×H)/8, which is contained in a resource
only either receiving or sending federates during the whole
history. For the cluster migration ratio. The minimum value
is determined as 1, which represents the same minimum as
the minimum resource migration ratio, and the maximum as∑H/2

i (H/2−i)∗ni, which corresponds to the cluster present-
ing only either incoming or outgoing migrations multiplied by
the number of current resources in the cluster.

The ranges for migration frequencies and ratios delimit the
boundaries constraining the migration delay and determine its
influence on the adjustment of the parameters of the self-
adaptive mechanism. From each parameter side, the bound-
aries dictates the weight a migration delay presents on each
adaptation parameter. Based on the defined ranges and the
latest migration delay estimation, three main self-adaptation
thresholds are then modified. These thresholds are strictly
related to each of the three adaptation parameters and are used
to directly control the load balancing responsiveness. For the
migration frequency, tfreq in Algorithm 6 is altered. In order
to modify the adjustment weight of the resource migration
ratio on balancing, a new value is recalculated for tratiorsc in
Algorithm 6. Comparable to the resource migration ratio, the
cluster migration ratio is altered by computing a new value
for tratioclb in Algorithm 5.

A range is also delineated for the migration delay to
determine through comparison the amount of modification that
needs to be applied on the self-adaptation mechanism in order
to properly reflect the efficiency aspects according to the latest
observed migration delays. This range is delimited by deter-
mining a minimum migration delay (min) and a maximum
migration delay (max). min is set to a hypothetical value of
0, in which no delay is spent in applying the simulation load
rearrangement defined by the balancing system, whereas max
contains a value that restricts or enforces the influence of the
migration delay. Based on both range boundaries, a normalized
migration delay is calculated by Formula 3.

ndmig =
(dmig −min)

max
(3)

Adjustments for the adaptation parameters (thresholds) are
computed using this normalized value of migration delay. All
calculations adopt the same technique to modify the adaptation
values, applying a rule of proportionality. As described in
Formula 4, tfreq , limited by its computed range, presents
its alteration inversely proportional to the migration delay
since the higher the delay the more intolerant it becomes to
frequent migrations. As shown in Formula 5 and in Formula 6,
both tratioclb and tratiorsc are calculated proportionally to the
normalized migration delay based on their own defined ranges.
For the ratios, the higher the delay the larger the balancing
intolerance delimited by the ratio range.

tfreq = mintfreq
+(maxtfreq

−mintfreq
)× (1−ndmig ) (4)

tratioclb = mint + (maxt −mint)× ndmig (5)
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Fig. 2: Performance Gain Analysis for an Increasing Number of Federates with Static Load
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Fig. 3: Balancing Efficiency Analysis for an Increasing Number of Federates with a Static Load

tratiorsc = mintrsc + (maxtrsc −mintrsc)× ndmig (6)

V. EXPERIMENTS

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed scheme
in providing balancing efficiency gain, experiments have been
undertaken within a distributed environment. The proposed
balancing, self-adaptive [25], and distributed [24] balancing
systems are compared through extensive execution of HLA-
based simulations on a testbed. The distributed environment
used in the experiments consisted of two computing clusters
connected by a fast-Ethernet network link. One cluster was
composed of 24 computing servers. Each server consisted of
a Quadicore 2.40GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and 8 gigabytes
of RAM, and they were connected through a Myrinet optical
network with a throughput up to two gigabits per second.
The other cluster was comprised of a set of 32 computing
servers. Each server consisted of a Core 2 Duo 3.4 GHz
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and 2 gigabytes of RAM, and they
were connected through a gigabit Ethernet network. The main
operating system used in the servers was Linux. The HLA RTI

1.3 was employed to manage the simulations’ execution in
each experiment, and the Globus toolkit was used to provide
the Grid services for the balancing systems. In each exper-
iment, simulation federates were evenly deployed on every
computing server, consisting of a static distribution of load.
This load deployment also defined the experimental baseline
because of the heterogeneity of resources between the two
clusters.

The simulation scenario consisted in the move coordination
of tank teams in a two dimensional routing space. Each
federate was responsible for exchanging data and comput-
ing movement positioning in time-stepped simulations. These
simulations ran for 100 time-steps and were composed of 1
to 1000 federates. In order to generate intensive computing
processing on the resources, a synthetic load [31] was added
into each federate. The synthetic load was used to create repli-
cable static, intensive loads for all federates for the purpose
of analysis. In the dynamic load scenario, the simulation load
randomly changed its processing intensity each 2×∆t seconds
as an attempt to produce unpredictable load oscillations. The
migration delay was generated by adding special objects into
the federates. These objects, together with the latency, gener-
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Fig. 4: Performance Gain Analysis for an Increasing Number of Federates with a Dynamic Load
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Fig. 5: Balancing Efficiency Analysis for an Increasing Number of Federates with Dynamic Load

ated considerable delay time when transferring the federate’s
execution state. In order to observe different migration latency
scenarios, 1, 200, 400, and 600 objects were assigned to each
federate. Moreover, the proposed balancing in the experiments
used a history size of 10 and a maximum migration delay
(max) of two times the balancing interval (2×∆t).

In the first set of experiments, a static load was used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in detecting
migration delays and adjusting the adaptation mechanism. For
these experiments, federates presented the same constant static
synthetic load. As depicted in Figure 2, the static distribution
corresponded to the baseline, which was the basic initial
deployment of federates on all resources. The experiment
with negligible migration delay (1 object) displayed simi-
lar balancing performance gains for all compared balancing
schemes. However, as the added migration delay increased
in the simulations, the distributed and self-adaptive schemes
presented an increasing overhead. This overhead was caused
by the large amount of migrations, which can be observed in
Figure 3. When comparing both distributed and self-adaptive
approaches, the self-adaptive approach presented less overhead
in the simulation execution time since by its design it system-

atically reduced the frequency of migrations. The proposed
scheme was able to prevent the overhead caused by the costly
migrations by weighing the self-adaptation mechanism, which
consequently increased the intolerance to load imbalances
in the distributed balancing system. When migration delays
were caused by simulations with more than 400 objects, all
the balancing systems except the proposed scheme presented
performance loss.

The balancing efficiency in detecting and responding to
load imbalances was evaluated in the set of simulations with
dynamic load oscillations. As presented in Figure 4, the
simulation performance gain was achieved by all balancing
systems with minimum migration delay. All curves show
the same simulation execution times. Similarly to the static
scenario, both balancing schemes that are unaware of mi-
gration delays exhibit increasing balancing performance loss
as the migration delay increases. The effect of the delays
can be observed throughout the graphs in Figure 5. In the
dynamic load oscillations the self-adaptive scheme presented
a larger amount of migrations. This was the result of the
oscillations occurring in intervals that overextended the history
used to manage the frequencies and ratios, even when the
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balancing responsiveness was restricted by the self-adaptive
actions. Since the proposed scheme totally relies on the self-
adaptation mechanism, it presented simulation performance
loss for migration delays generated by simulations with over
600 objects. This occurred because the balancing system had
its migration ratio and frequencies renewed every time interval
with the size of whole adaptation history.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a self-adaptive balancing scheme aware of
migration delays and suitable for use in HLA-based simula-
tions is presented. The migration delay analysis aims to modify
the needs of balancing efficiency according to the current
latency in redistributing simulation load. Adjustments on the
adaptation technique were realized, influencing the detection
and modification of balancing efficiency. The experiments con-
ducted in order to evaluate the proposed scheme demonstrated
that the migration awareness in self-adaptation was indeed
able to improve the balancing efficiency. However, the devised
scheme presented performance loss into simulations with very
costly migration scenarios (600-object simulations). This loss
was generated by the migration-aware technique’s dependency
on the self-adaptation mechanism. Therefore, as future work
will be conducted in which to consider migration time gain
into the adaption adjustment. It will also endeavour to perform
simulation composed of federates with variable state sizes as
well as employ other adaptation methods.
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